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Sketchbook adventures 
Prompt 24: Black out – Creating a poem from someone else's words

The first time I made something with my hands happened by chance when I was 10. I stood on the side of the freeway next to our stalled red Toyota watching my mom shrink in the 
distance as she walked to the call box. The tow truck would pull up in an hour or so just like it always did when our car broke down. This had become a routine with us. Breakdowns 
and tow truck rides. 

I waited in the dirt edging the breakdown lane. I kicked gravel with the tips of my white Keds, remnants of car crashes and litter scattered at my feet. Slivers of tail and brake lights. 
Rocks. Depleted fast food drink cups. Rubber chunks of blown out tires. I picked up a chunk of tire, some dull orange and red plastic light covers, a few rocks and small round metal 
canister with holes around the top (a car part I couldn’t name and still can’t). I shoved my finds in my backpack. My mom was too preoccupied with the situation to notice. 

The tow truck came and the big-bellied, ball cap-wearing driver ushered us into the cab. Usually I spent the ride to the auto shop breathing through my mouth to avoid the scents of 
sweat, full ashtrays and grease that accompanied these trips. This time, I was distracted by imagining what I would make from the objects I found on the side of the road: a pencil 
holder, perfect for my collection of Hello Kitty pencils with grape and strawberry scented eraser tops. The driver towed us to the gas station, where my aunt picked my mother and I up 
then drove us home. 

The second we walked in the door I plugged in my mom’s glue gun and began creating my pencil holder, fashioning the metal canister on top of the tire rubber, and fusing the rocks and 
bits of shiny orange taillight in place around the edges. I showed the piece to my mom, who was impressed, then disgusted when I told her where I sourced my materials. She handed 
me a box of anti-bacterial wipes. 

 “You have no idea what sort of germs are on this stuff. The side of the road … really.” 

My roadside sculpture period only lasted a few months, but I still love to make and recreate things from other things, like finding a coffee table at a thrift store and painting it and 
adding new knobs for the drawer or turning a dress that no longer fits into a skirt or creating a poem from someone else’s words, which is what inspired this prompt. 

For this prompt, rip a page from a book. If you don’t have any books that you’re willing to deface, hit up a garage sale or thrift store, then grab a thick black marker (I used a Sakura 
Koi marker in the example). I went through with a pencil first and circled the words or phrases that stuck out and then filled in the rest of the page with my marker so that only the 
words I chose were visible. You’ll end up with a stream of consciousness inspired poem. Sometimes the words will make sense and paint a mental picture and sometimes they’ll just be 
a random collection of words. Either way, the choices you make – in which words to keep and which to get rid of – will reflect you, your artistic vision and state of mind.
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